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safe
smart
& simple
charging at home

More than 1.2 Million drivers across the world have swapped  
their dusty old clunkers, for a clean, electric car. Access to charging 
facilities have now become a necessity for every electric driver. 

Unlike regular electricity sockets, a charging station ensures  
a safer usage of your home and vehicle’s capacity. 
With your very own charging station at home, 
you will start every single day fully charged. 

As the international market leader in Electric Vehicle Supply 
Equipment (EVSE), EV-Box offers an all-in-1 charging solution 
for major public charging networks, businesses, facilities,  
as well as (lease) drivers and residents like yourself.

Our charging solutions offer the most innovative and affordable 
charging station to maximize your investment while minimizing 
costs. From the installation and online integration of each station, 
to the tracking and billing of your charging sessions, we allow you 
to both operate your charging station and manage your charging 
costs with ease and efficiency. 

This brochure highlights our key services that cater to 
charging at home and the needs of any electric (lease) driver.

Help us rEVolutionize mobility.

“The last 14 years were 
the hottest years ever recorded. 
To avoid a 2 Celsius degrees 
warming of the earth, we need 
to substantially reduce 
our global carbon footprint.

Every moment not spent on 
changing the energy system, 
is a moment wasted. 

90% of innercity transport 
can be electric today. 
Building a green, reliable, 
and smart charging infrastructure 
is more important than ever.”

Kristof Vereenooghe
CEO EV-Box
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parking

charge safe and fast, right from home

We promise you a safe, fast and reliable charging 
experience, thanks to our high quality components, 
and the compatibility of our charging stations with 
any home and electric vehicle on the market.

get reimbursed on your 
charging costs

We offer you insights into the power usage of your 
charging station and your charging sessions, and enable 
you to easily settle charging costs with your employer 
or lease / fleet manager.

hit the road, fully charged

Our charging cards and key fobs enable you to use our 
charging stations at home, on the go, and even abroad. 
EV-Box charging cards and key fobs guarantee green 
power at all public charging stations in The Netherlands.

maintain optimal charging in all places

Our technical services and accessories enable you to 
set up a charging station that always operates optimally, 
indoors and outdoors.

“My business partner and I both purchased 
an electric car last year. The low tax liability 
of full-electric cars in The Netherlands made 
this quite an easy step for us to take. 
We both bought a home charging station 
right away. After all, it’s nice to be sure 
my car’s charged sufficiently every time 
I’m ready to hit the road.”
G. Den Hoed
Electric driver, customer EV-Box



allocate charging costs
with your neighbors

We ensure you’re only billed for your own charging 
sessions, so that you and your neighbors’ charging 
sessions won’t affect anyone that does not make use 
of the charging station(s).

get reimbursed on your charging costs

We offer you insights into the power usage of your 
charging station and your charging sessions, and enable 
you to easily settle charging costs with your employer 
or lease / fleet manager.

inform your tenant or 
homeowner’s association

We enable your tenant or homeowner’s association to 
easily configure and manage (multiple) charging stations 
in a cost and time efficient manner.

maintain optimal charging in all places

Our technical services and accessories enable your tenant 
to set up charging stations that always operate optimally, 
whether your parking locations are below and  
above ground.

shared
parking

Electric vehicles tend to lend themselves to 
urban and suburban driving patterns. Interest from 
condominium residents are inevitable and on the rise.

plugndrive.ca, Canadian Condominium Institute-Toronto



get reimbursed on your 
charging costs

We allow you to track your charging sessions at 
home, at work and on the road, and enable you 
to automate the settlement of all charging costs 
with your employer or lease manager.

charge from home

We help you to install safe and easy-to-operate 
charging stations in your driveway that are 
specifically tailored to your home and vehicle.

charge at work and on the road

We offer you a personal charging card that not only 
tracks your charging sessions at home and on the 
road, but gives you access to all public charging 
stations in The Netherlands, and many public 
charging facilities abroad.

lease
drivers

There are over 94,450 (plug-in) 
electric vehicles on Dutch roads. 
85% of them are owned by lease drivers.
rvo.nl



our promise

Our advanced online management software 
enables automatic tracking and billing 
of every single charging session.

Smart Charging, Load Balancing,
Hub / Satellite, and dynamic pricing allow 
energy efficient charging at all times.

We foster innovation with best-in-class 
components combined with seasoned 
experience and expertise.

insights

intelligence

innovation

Our flexibility and interoperable /
international roaming allow carefree 
charging wherever you go.

We deliver the highest and most 
consistent quality, in time, every time, 
and in any volume you need.

Free support, remote 
diagnostics and upgrades 
allow an optimal operation 
of all charging stations.

transparency

scalability

low maintenance

Our modular design and unique  
LED status indication allow 
minimal maintenance.

Our charging stations come in various 
capacities between 3,7kW and 22kW, 
and are suitable for all types of (plug-
in) electric cars. Swipe ’n charge with 
zero effort, full experience.

durability

ease of use

we are

EV-Box was founded in 2010, when the market for electric vehicles (EVs) 

was still in its infancy. Our founders set their hearts and eyes on a clear concept: 

a fully modular charging station that enables easy installation, 

maintenance and upgrades, and above all, uncompromising quality and reliability.

Soon, EV-Box became an international market leader in Electric Vehicle 

Supply Equipment (EVSE) and related cloud-based services.

With an installed base of over 40,000 charging points 

across more than 840 cities worldwide today, EV-Box now serves electric drivers, 

businesses, facilities and major public charging networks including Amsterdam, 

the global role model city of urban e-mobility.

EV-Box is unique in fusing hardware and software into an All-in-One 

Charging Solution to ensure an optimal charging experience and 

an energy-efficient operation.

EV-Box accelerates the sustainable mobility rEVolution with safe, smart 

and cloud connected EV Charging, everywhere you go.
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drive electric, charge everywhere.

Learn more about electric driving and EV charging at ev-box.com
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